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SWISS POSTBUSES IN TICINO
Swiss Railway Society's member Jim Paterson, writing in the journal 'Swiss Express' (Issue 102, June
2010 Pages 11 - 13), has been taking full advantage of the close liaison between the services of the
various main line and local railway companies and Swiss PostAuto in Canton Ticino. It enabled him to
enjoy a number of excursions from Locarno around the shores of Lago Maggiore and up into some quite
remote valleys. Luckily for philatelists he took time out to record some of the new fleet of yellow
postbuses which conveyed him efficiently to his destination – see pictures below.
One service which he found particularly interesting was that from Locarno to Sonogno in the Valle
Verzasca, where duplication is the norm in high season. Jim experienced the late afternoon return
service to Locarno this year, where eventually three buses were leapfrogging one another at the stops,
and then descended in convoy the series of hairpins down to Lago Maggiore. He travelled on the service
vehicle rather than one of the duplicates, and it stopped at each post office along the way to uplift
outgoing mail.

Left - The postbus on the service between Luino and Ponte Tresa.
Centre - The 40-seat Neoplan postbus from Magadino to Indemini.
Right - The Setra postbus at Cadenazzo on the lakeside service between Dirinella and San Antonino.

Left - The new postbus based at Indemini – a 22-seat Iveco with body by Cacciamali which has space for a
wheelchair in the rear overhang.
Centre - 'Postal vehicles have priority' road sign to warn motorists that PostAuto drivers are using their three-note
horns to remind motorists that they have priority on blind corners.
Right - The 'Post horns' on the Iveco postbus.
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MAIL BY RAIL

FRED HOADLEY

In April this year I had the honour of being invited to give a display at the Society’s National Meeting.
Although my collecting interests cover many facets of Swiss philately, I chose the title ‘Mail by Rail’, as
Railways & TPOs are without doubt the most fascinating subject I have encountered and here was an
opportunity for me to share with my fellow members some of the philatelic material I have been fortunate
enough to collect and to pass on some of the knowledge acquired in the process.
The display was presented in three parts, with the first two sessions covering the development of the
railway network in Switzerland together with the introduction and gradual expansion of the railway post
office. The final session took a more light-hearted approach to collecting with a thematic display of the
Swiss Railways. What follows here is a condensed account of parts one and two of the display (part
three, “Switzerland’s Amazing Railways”, will be published at a later date).
Development of the Railway:
Following a very slow and hesitant start, the railways expanded quite rapidly from the early 1850s. The
initial delay was caused by :
•

The obvious difficulty of the terrain from an engineering perspective.

•

Lack of necessary funds. In those days Switzerland was far from being the prosperous
country she is today.

•

Political. Until the Confederation was formed in 1848, the country was no more than a loose
association of cantons and State aid was out of the question.

Nineteen years had elapsed since the opening of the world’s first
public railway worked by locomotives – the Stockton & Darlington
in 1825 – before the first railway track was built on Swiss soil.
However, this was not a Swiss line, but a 1¼-mile extension of
the French Strasbourg-Basel Railway (Chemin de fer de
Strasbourg à Bâle) from St. Louis to Basel, which opened to a
temporary station outside Basel's walls on 15th June 1844. The
map on the left shows the route.

4–2-0 “Limmat” which hauled the first
train on the 14½ – mile Zürich – Baden
railway.

In 1843 a committee representing the cantons of Aargau, Basel and
Zürich was formed to plan and finance a railway line from Zürich to
Basel, but the Basel cantons failed to agree on the proposed route.
However, in May 1845 a new committee, under the leadership of
the Zürich industrialist Martin Escher, agreed the first stage of
construction – a 14½-mile section from Zürich to Baden. On the 7th
August 1847 the line was opened, acquiring the nickname
‘Spanisch-Brötli Bahn’ or ‘Spanish Bun Railway’, because the socalled Spanish buns produced in Baden were a delicacy much
favoured by the citizens of Zürich, who found they could obtain
deliveries quicker by rail than by road.

The first serious approach to railway communication in Switzerland was made in 1850, when the Federal
Government invited Robert Stephenson and his senior engineer Henry Swinburne to assist with the
development of a comprehensive railway system. Although the Stephenson plan was, with a few
changes, adopted, no further progress was made until 1852 when a Federal Act was passed leaving the
construction and working of railways to private enterprise, subject to cantonal law.
Illustrating the railway network in its early development is best achieved with maps, and I recently
discovered outline maps of the network from 1847 through to 1900 which help to demonstrate the
progress made over the first fifty years.
The sample map (see next page) is from 1857, when the network consisted of seven railway companies:
Schweizerische Nordostbahn (NOB, 1847); Schweizerische Centralbahn (SCB, 1854); St. GallenAppenzell Bahn (SGAE, 1855); Compagnie de l'Ouest-Suisse (OS, 1855); Glattalbahn (1856);
Vereinigte Schweizerbahnen (VSB, 1856) and the Jura Industriel (JI, 1857).
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Many more of these maps can be found by linking to this website:
http://www.chriguseisenbahnseiten.ch/bahnnetz.html
Nineteenth-century railway companies were private ventures, with separate political and economic
interests, which often led to lines being constructed in parallel; result – financial ruin for some.
Bankruptcy of several railway companies during the 1870s, rail strikes and opposition to foreign
ownership of the railways led to country-wide support for the nationalisation of the railways; a referendum
in 1898 winning a two-thirds majority. Between 1900 and 1909, the Confederation acquired the five big
railway companies: Jura–Simplon (JS); North-Eastern (NOB); Central Railway (SCB); United Swiss
(VSB) and the Gotthard Railway, to form the Swiss Federal Railways.
Mail by Rail
As mentioned earlier, the first railway on Swiss territory was the St. Louis to Basel section of the
Strasbourg-Basel line. This line was used by the French TPO 'Strasbourg â Bale' which had commenced
operation on the 15th April 1846.

French TPO Wagon

Strasbourg – Bale TPO cancellation

By the early 1850’s, the growth of the railway system saw a decline in the horse-drawn coach service,
which had previously also carried the mail.
The Railway Law of 1852 compelled the railways to carry letters and parcels, together with post officials,
free of charge. In return the railways presented the Post Office with bills far above normal for the
maintenance of the mail coaches.
The Travelling Post Office in Switzerland
In 1856 the Postal Department announced the construction of travelling postal vans, and the Federal
Council gave consent to their introduction on the 12th October 1857 – see illustration on next page left.
The first travelling post office service was established on the route Zürich-Brugg in 1857, and during the
period 1858-1870 the postmarks normally indicated the end terminals of the route, e.g. ZÜRICH-AARAU;
BASEL-OLTEN; AARAU-BERN, etc.
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The example shown below centre is the earliest TPO cancel in my collection. This canceller was used
between 1859 and 1860 on the North Eastern Railway. It is the only known canceller-type of this period
inscribed with the name of the railway instead of the end terminals.

There was no heating in these early mail vans; it was not until 1862 that attempts were made to install
iron stoves. The illustration above right shows TPO wagon No. Z58 which had heating and operated on
the Genève-Culoz line. Up to 1868 candles were generally in use, later replaced by paraffin lamps. Gas
lamps were introduced in 1875, followed by electric lighting from 1891.
The inventory included inkwells (often frozen solid in winter), containers for sand to dry the ink, pans for
sealing wax, letter scales, guides to locations on route, and postal tariffs. The heating and the candles
were a constant fire hazard and were the cause of several small fires.
TPO Cancellations
Travelling Post Office cancellations fall into three distinct periods of use. Although it is not possible to
draw an accurate line indicating where one period ends and another begins, the following “rule of thumb”
applies:
•

First Period (from 1859)

•

Second Period (1870 to 1910)

•

Third Period (1910 onwards)

For reference I have used the handbook Die Schweizerischen Bahnpoststempel, by Alfred Müller,
compiled in 1977 by HPS member Roy Christian and J. Pfeiffer of the Netherlands, with additional
contributions from Felix Ganz. Individual canceller-types are numbered according to the listings recorded
in Grosses Handbuch der Abstemplungen auf Schweizer Marken 1843-1907, by Andres & Emmenegger
(referred to by Swiss philatelists as “AW”).
Cancellations are grouped (e.g. 83A, 83B, 84A, 86A, etc.) forming basic ‘key types’, i.e. those having
similar characteristics, such as; single-ring, double-ring, variations of inscription, date format, and so on.
Within each group there are one or more canceller-types, with examples of their numbering
demonstrated below :
83A/1 Aarau-Bern; 83A/4 Aarau-Zürich; 83A/15 Zürich-Aarau
Illustrations of the various key-types, used during the First Period, are shown on the next page.
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Examples of TPO Cancellations – First Period (from 1859)
Single-ring cancel, inscribed:
SCHWEIZ BAHNPOST
Name of route, in serif or sans-serif, at
base (one exception: NORDOSTBAHN)
Train number (Z = ZUG)
Date (year = 2 or 4 digits)

Single-ring cancel, inscribed:
BAHNPOST
Name of route, in serif or sans-serif, at
base
Train number (Z = ZUG)
Date (year = 2 or 4 digits)
Group 83B

Group 83A
Single-ring cancel, inscribed: BP + BA
(Bahn Post / Bureau Ambulant)
Name of route, sans-serif, at top, Swiss
cross at base;
Train number
(Z = ZUG or T = Train);
Date (year = 2 or 4 digits)
Group 83C

Single-ring cancel,
Inscription: route name at top, Swiss
cross at base.
Train number
(Z = ZUG or T = Train)
Date (year = 2 digits)
Group 83D

Single-ring cancel,
Inscription: AMBT and route name,
Swiss cross at base
Train number (T = Train)
Date (year = 2 digits)
Group 83E

Double-ring cancel,
Inscription: route name (with French
À between terminals)
Small Swiss cross at base;
Train number
Date (year = 2 digits)
Group 84A

Double-ring cancel,
Inscription: AMB. and route name;
Train number;
Date (year = 2 digits);
Section number, or Swiss cross, at base

Double-ring cancel,
Inscription: route name (and return)
Train number (Z or T)
Date (year = 2 digits)
Swiss cross at base

Group 84C

Group 84B
Double-ring cancel, closed bridge.
Inscription: route name (Elzevir script);
Date & Year;
Vertical bars in segments;
Large Swiss cross in circle at base

Group 85

Group 86A

Double-ring cancel, closed bridge.
Inscription: route name (block letters);
Date & Year; Vertical bars in
segments; Large Swiss cross in circle
at base.
Note: Section numbers are included on
some, e.g. LUZERN-OLTENLUZERN II

Many of these early cancellers, notably those in Groups 83A, 84A and 84B, were in use for no more than
two to three years, while the canceller inscribed AMBT.NEUCHÂTEL - PONTARLIER and recorded in
Group 83E, appears to have been used in 1862 only. (To be continued.)
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MAIL CARRIED BY WALTER MITTELHOLZER (APRIL 1924 – JUNE 1934) Cont.

KEN REEVES

This is the concluding part of the article on Ken Reeves' entry in the HPS's 2010 Moore Bowl cup
competition for which he was awarded the Runner-up Prize.
9. Second Africa Flight 15th December 1929
Further examples of mail carried on this pioneering flight to a number of African destinations.

Fig. 18 (left above) – Registered special type airmail cover addressed to Khartoum, capital of the Sudan.
Black hand-written heading - 'Mit Afrikaflug bis Khartum'. Special airmail envelope bears a Zürich
Luftpost 15.xii.29. - 8 cds, a Black R label – 'Zürich 3 Hauptbahnh.' No. 077 and the special Second
Flight boxed cachet. Large arrival cds Khartoum 5.00.pm 2.Jan.30. D. Arabic below date. Franked with
40c. Purple pilot with goggles airmail issue and a high value 5 Fr. depicting the Rütli landscape, new
design of an earlier 1914 issue.
Fig. 19 (right above) – Registered special type airmail cover addressed to Nairobi Kenya. Black handwritten heading - 'Mit Afrikaflug bis Nairobi'. Zürich Luftpost 15.xii.29. - 8 cds. Black R label – 'Zürich 3
Hauptbahnh.' No. 095. Special airmail envelope franked with two 1Fr. purple Icarus issue 1923, a 40c.
Pilot with goggles airmail issue and a high value 5 Fr. Rütli landscape. Special Second Flight boxed
cachet. The reverse bears a large, single-circle, Nairobi registered cds.
9. Tunis Flight May 1933

Fig. 20 (above) – The Tunis flight was delayed for almost four weeks due to unsuitable weather
conditions. The mail is postmarked 26.iv.33. Swissair Mittelmeerflug (German for Mediterranean). Note
later date 20.v.33. on similar cds which is the date of departure from Zürich (Dubendorf) at 4.00.am
arriving in Tunis at 7.50.am. The route taken was over Lugano, Corsica and Sardinia. The entire mail,
6,690 items, was sorted and postmarked in two hours. Take off for the return flight was 11.00.am taking a
direct line for Rome thus saving 200 miles.
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The cover shown is to Frascole di Dicomano (Firenze), Italy and is franked with three of the 1924 airmail
issues – 35c. 65c. and 1 Fr. Black hand-written heading - 'Raid extraordinaire Zürich - Tunis – Rome –
Zürich'. Arrival cds Tunis black single circle. Red departure cds previously mentioned plus Zürich
Luftpost black departure cds and Rome Airport 20.5.33. cds. Cover also bears a blue airmail label and a
black oblong cancel informing us that the flight was delayed due to weather problems – 'Abflug wegen
ungünstiger. Witterung verschoben.'
10. The Balkan Flight June 1934.

Fig. 21 (above) – This flight was similar to the Tunis flight undertaken by Walter Mittelholzer on 28th June
1934 with an attempt to fly the round trip Zürich – Naples – Athens – Istanbul – Belgrade and returning
to Zürich in one day, a distance of 2,800 miles. Left Zürich before dawn with two passengers and 4,422
items of mail. Arrived in Athens by 11.30.a.m. and was in Istanbul for lunch. On the return flight when
only 55 miles from Zürich the plane ran into a severe thunder storm and had to make an emergency
landing at Pfullendorf which is near Ravensburg in Germany.
Mail from the plane was forwarded by rail to Zürich where it received the Zürich Luftpost black
cancellation 29.vi.34.14. Cover to Basel, hand-written heading 'Balkanflug 1934', franked with 40c.
Green winged envelope airmail issue of 1933 and three issues of the Geneva disarmament 1932 issue
plus 5c. Tell boy and 10c. Tell head. Cover has three red Swissair Balkanflug cds dated 26. vi. 34. and
one red departure cds 28. VI. 34. Also an arrival cds Istanbul 28. vi. 34. 21 in black plus return to Zürich
cds 29. vi. 34. - 14.00 hour. Red oblong cancel stating flight delay due to adverse weather conditions 'Abflug wegen ungünstiger. Witterung verschoben.'.
The red printing beneath the address reads 'Ab 28 Juni 1934 auf dem Luftweg befördert : Zurich –
Neapel – Athen – Istanbul – Belgrad bis Pfullendorf (Notlandung)' The word 'Notlandung' informs us that
the plane had to make a forced landing at Pfullendorf. This information appears on most crashed covers.
THE HPS's ANNUAL NATIONAL MEETING

NORTON WRAGG

The Annual Meeting (including the Society's competitions and AGM) will take place on the weekend of
9th - 10th April 2011 at the Old Swan Hotel in Harrogate, Yorkshire. Website address :
http://www.classiclodges.co.uk/The_Old_Swan_Hotel_Harrogate/ Harrogate is well situated for all North
Yorkshire's attractions and has good transport links. Full details and a booking form will be included with
the December Newsletter. Make a note in your diaries now !!
NEXT MEETINGS OF THE SOCIETY'S NORTHERN GROUP
Saturday 6th November - 'Non-Philatelic Flights' – Dennis Cairns and Saturday 4th December –
'Switzerland 1950 – 2010' – Tony Hoyle. Both meetings to be held in Corporation Mill, Sowerby Bridge,
Yorkshire commencing at 2.00.p.m. Further details from David Hope : Tel. 0161 303 0091.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO RECEIVE YOUR NEWSLETTER BY EMAIL ?
Currently about 25 members take advantage of the opportunity to receive the HPS Newsletter (in colour)
by email. If any other members wish to have this free service please let the Editor know. It could help to
reduce the Society's distribution costs.
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AN INVITATION TO THE THEATRE IN GENEVA

November 2010
BOB MEDLAND

Does the subject matter of correspondence constitute a valid part of philately? This question could raise
an interesting debate. Purists might say that content of letters has no bearing upon postal history.
However, I would argue that postal history – being a part of philately – is a subject arising from the
varying needs of people to communicate on all aspects of life, be it of business, personal or even
spiritual subject matters.
Many 19th century letters are in the form known as an ‘entire’, that is to say where a letter was written,
then folded and sealed with the address written on the reverse. As a result, when acquiring such items
for their external interest - franking, postmarks etc – there may be a bonus to be discovered on checking
what was written inside. Recently I wrote an article for the newsletter about the fascinating background
to the Papal message conveyed in an 1869 letter to the remote villagers of Graubunden. By way of
contrast, Figures 1 and 2 show a tiny letter of March 1856 from the city of Geneva. The 5CS handstamp
attracted my attention initially but then I found that its contents were more intriguing.

Firstly a short comment is due about the cover: even though postage stamps for pre-payment had been
in use in Geneva from 1843, for a long time thereafter it remained social etiquette to continue with the old
system of leaving payment to be collected on delivery of a letter. This is because pre-payment simply
‘wasn’t done’ as it might infer that the addressee could not afford the cost of the post. But what of the
content of the letter? It could scarcely have been simpler, a message sent to an acquaintance across
town. Addressed to Monsieur Favrod-Coune* care of Mrs Bonzon, Geneva, the message translates as
“Dear Friend, Would you like to come to collect me at 6 o’clock this evening to go to the theatre? Your
devoted friend, L. Vulliamy.”
One wonders who the friends were and their circumstances. And, of course, what was on at the theatre
that evening. This modest purchase has provided a delightful little insight into mid-19th century social life
in Geneva and a reminder: always check the contents!
(Footnote: I have found that the surnames Favrod-Coune and Vulliamy both are still to be found in the
Geneva area so presumably there may be descendants of the writer and addressee.)
A SOURCE OF UNUSUAL CANCELLATIONS
The SVPS (Swiss Postmark Collectors' Society) organises a number of postal auctions of very
interesting material each year for their members. That held in October 2010 consisted of 280 items – the
vast majority having an estimated price of less than 30 SFr. Full details of the auction items, including
many illustrations, are published in their journal, 'Der Poststempelsammler' – held in our Library.
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